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HST Treasury Program 10246 - a 
survey of the Orion Nebula Cluster 
with ACS/WFPC2/NICMOS

•104 Orbits

•Data collected fall 2004/spring 2005

•ACS prime, WFPC2 & NICMOS in 
parallel

•Seamless coverage in ACS & WFPC2, 
NICMOS along for the ride

•Used NICMOS FOM (Field Offset 
Mechanism) to increase acreage without 
moving telescope
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FOM mechanism is a mirror on a gimbal, designed to 
select different portions of the NICMOS FOV off the 
nominal telescope pointing. Tip-Tilt motion is 
complex and in the curved telescope focal plane.

FOM offsets are subject to variations in image quality 
- the dominant effects are astigmatism and piston 
(focus). Fortunately, focus goes in the good direction 
for NIC3 with +Y FOM offsets, bringing the camera 
closer to the optimal which is unreachable with the 
PAM focus mechanism alone.

In addition to a FOM-dependent PSF, part of 
the NICMOS FOV is vignetted at the forward 
bulkhead (NICMOS entrance aperture). The 
bottom 1/3 of the FOM-reachable focal plane 
is severely obstructed, limiting the full-
aperture imaging area to a window of ~58” 
height in the Y direction and ~84” width in 
the X direction (the old ground-system FOM 
offset limit was a circle of radius ~23”) 



Bulkhead vignetting spans 70 rows in going 
from 0% to 100% throughput. The NIC3 
nominal aperture is always set to FOM Y = 
+16” by default to push the vignetting off the 
bottom edge of the detector.

These curves provide a rudimentary 
illumination correction by themselves, 
although a small rotation angle of the NIC3 
relative to the vignetting edge makes life 
harder.



Ground limits on FOM throw were set conservatively to a radius of 23” from FOM 
mechanism 0,0. Safe range of +/-23” is actually per-axis, not radial from center. The ground 
limits were changed partway through the program and now users can cover extra area in the 
corners of the FOM range (new area shown in light grey).  



Fortuitously, a 1998 program made 3x3 NIC3  
F110W and F160W mosaics of the trapezium 
region using telescope slews. We can use the 
overlapping portions of this existing data as a 
“truth” model against the FOM-offset observations 
to extract an illumination correction and 
characterize its badness.

The NICMOS observations taken in parallel at each ACS pointing were made in a 4-
point dither to the maximum FOM range in X, and from the maximum +Y to the 0% 
throughput level in -Y, thus sampling the entire vignetted part of the beam. We will 
attempt to make an illumination correction to recover information as far as possible into 
the vignetted region to maximize spatial coverage. 

Even if the correction is only workable to 70% of the full illumination level, that’s still 
a gain of 30 rows (6” linear, or  0.16 square arcmins per ACS pointing)  over using the 
nominal FOM Y offset as the minimum point. There is plenty of vertical overlap in the 
4-point dither pattern to cover this extra offset.



Outline of the 1998 NICMOS 
mosaic is shown here relative to the 
new FOM-offset observations.



Ratio of old/new

Fit a smooth function to the ratio

Check the function against the ratio image



Uncorrected Corrected

Application of the correction to the various pointings shows some variation in 
effectiveness. Scattered light in the bright trapezium region may affect the 
generated model. To do:

• Make consistency check of the roll-off profile of each field in uniform parts 
of the nebula

• Compare point-source photometry at the edge to catalog photometry (also in 
1998 trapezium overlap region)



A few pretty pictures…



Two-color composites 
(F110W, F160W)

Entire NICMOS two-color mosaic



Mosaic Detail



Take it from Frankenstein…

FOM GOOD!!

Fire BAD!!



(end transmission)
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